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Sensitivity of precipitation forecast skill to the parameterisation of moist

convection in COSMO-based ensemble systemsMatteo VasoniDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of Bologna, Italy andArpae-SIMC, Bologna, ItalyAndrea Montani, Tiziana PaagnellaArpae-SIMC, Bologna, Italy1 IntrodutionThe parameterisation of onvetion in limited-area models is an important soure of unertainty as regardsthe spatio-temporal foreast of preipitation. As for the limited-area model COSMO, hitherto, only theTiedtke onvetion sheme (Tiedtke, 1989) was available for the operational runs of the model in onvetion-parameterised mode. In addition to this the Behtold sheme, implemented in ECMWF global model, hasreently been adapted for COSMO appliations. The development and implementation of ensemble systems inwhih di�erent onvetion shemes are used, provides an opportunity to upgrade state-of-the-art probabilistisystems at the onvetion-parameterised sale. The sensitivity of the COSMO model foreast skill to the useof either the Tietdke or the Behtold (Behtold et al., 2008; 2014) shemes is assessed by performing di�erentsets of experiments. This study is part of the CIAO COSMO Priority Task.The performane of COSMO model run with the di�erent shemes is investigated in ensemble mode withpartiular attention to the types of foreast errors (e.g. loation, timing, intensity) provided by the di�erentonvetion shemes in terms of total preipitation.A 10-member ensemble has been run for approximately 2 months with the Behtold sheme, using the sameinitial and boundary onditions as members 1-10 of the operational COSMO-LEPS ensemble system (whihhas 20 members, all run with the Tiedtke sheme). The performane of these members is assessed andompared to that of the system made of members 1-10 of COSMO-LEPS in terms of total preipitationpredition.Finally, the performane of an experimental 20-member ensemble system (whih has 10 members run with theBehtold plus 10 members run with the Tiedtke sheme) is ompared to that of operational COSMO-LEPSover the 2-month period. The new system turned out to have higher skill in terms of preipitation foreastwith respet to COSMO-LEPS over the period. In this approah the use of the Behtold sheme is proposedas a perturbation for the COSMO-LEPS ensemble, relatively to how unertainties in the model representationof the umulus onvetion an be desribed and quanti�ed.2 System desription and methodology of analysisSome experiments have been performed, in order to evaluate the COSMO model performane in ensemblemode when it is run either with the Tiedtke or the Behtold sheme, so as to assess overall abilities andshortomings of the system (Vasoni, 2017). Firstly, we have built a test suite to run a 10-member ensemblewith the Behtold sheme (referred to as Cleps-10B), whih uses the same initial and boundary onditions asmembers 1-10 of the operational COSMO-LEPS (whih has 20 members, all run with the Tiedtke sheme).This suite has been run from 28th Marh to 31th May 2017 with an integration domain overing Central-Southern Europe and Italy (shown in Fig. 1), at the horizontal resolution of about 7 km and 40 vertial layers,and with a 132-hours foreast range, always starting at 00 UTC. In partiular, the sensitivity of the ensemblesystem to the di�erent parameterisation shemes has been assessed by omparing the performane of Cleps-10B to that of Cleps-10T, whih is the 10-member ensemble provided by members 1-10 of COSMO-LEPS,the operational ensemble system of the COSMO onsortium, over the veri�ation period.A further step in the study of COSMO ensemble system sensitivity to di�erent formulation of moist onvetionis the implementation of a new probabilisti system, hereafter Cleps20bt, in whih a multi-physis approahin the model representation of the umulus onvetion is followed. This system is generated by adding themembers of Cleps-10B to members 11-20 of COSMO-LEPS. Therefore, Cleps20bt has 10 members run withthe Behtold sheme plus 10 members run with the Tiedtke sheme and no dupliation of initial and boundaryCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 1: COSMO-LEPS integration domain (blue area) and lustering area (inside the redline).Aronym Ensemble size Convetion sheme ICs-BCsCOSMO-LEPS 20 Tiedtke from ECMWF-ENSCleps-10B 10 Behtold the same as 1-10 of COSMO-LEPSCleps-10T 10 Tiedtke the same as 1-10 of COSMO-LEPSCleps-20bt 20 Behtold + Tiedtke the same as COSMO-LEPSTable 1: Main features of the ensemble systems of Setion 2onditions. The basi idea of the Cleps20bt implementation is that ertain losure parameters used in modelformulation (as for the moist onvetive proesses) may be based on approximate physial knowledge. As aonsequene their values may be somewhat arbitrary, or they may have been tuned to give optimal resultsfor test ases that are not neessarily representative of more general appliations and/or for appliations athigh resolution. A summary of the ensembles features is presented in Table 1.The performane of the ensemble systems was analysed by onsidering the probabilisti predition of 6-humulated preipitation exeeding a number of thresholds for foreast up to 132 hours over the 2-monthperiod. Sine preipitation has a high-spatial variability, a high-density network, made of about 1000 stations

Figure 2: Observation network used for veri�ation.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Interpretation and Appliations 5over Northern Italy (Fig. 2), has been adopted in order to assess the preditive skill of the ensemble systems.For the omparison of the model foreasts against station reports the grid point losest to the observationone is seleted. In partiular the performane of the di�erent ensemble systems of Table 2 is examined forsix di�erent 6-h umulated preipitation thresholds: 1, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50 mm/6-h. Several thousands of eventswere reported for the �rst two thresholds, and several hundreds for the 15 mm/6-h threshold. On the otherhand it is immediately worth pointing out that, when onsidering the highest thresholds (25, 50 mm/6-h), alow number of ourrenes, even below 10 for the 50 mm/6-h, was found over the veri�ation period. As aonsequene this does not allow any solid statistial onlusion on the e�etive performane of the system forthese events over the period.For eah foreast range, the model performane has been evaluated by omputing the following "traditional"probabilisti sores (Wilks, 1995): the Brier Skill Sore (BSS), the Ranked Probability Skill Sore (RPSS),and the Perentage of Outliers (Buizza, 1997). A summary table of the veri�ation features is reported inTable 2.Veri�ation featuresvariable: 6-h umulated preipitation (00-06, 06-12,..UTC);Period: from 28th Marh to 31th May 2017 (about 60 days);region: Northern Italy;method: nearest grid-point; no-weighted fst;obs: non-GTS network, no obs error;fst ranges: 0-6 h, 6-12 h,..., 126-132 h;thresholds: 1, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50 mm/6 h;systems: Cleps-10B vs Cleps-10T, Cleps20bt vs COSMO-LEPS;sores: BSS, RPSS, Perentage of Outliers.Table 2: Main features of the veri�ation on�guration for the ensembles3 Comparison of 10-member ensemble system run with di�erent shemesThe BSS (Brier Skill Sore) for the Cleps-10T and Cleps-10B is presented in Fig.3. A 24-h running mean ishere applied to "smooth" the diurnal yle in model performane, improving the readability of the plot. Thissore tries to represent a quantitative estimate of the added value detetable in preipitation predition byusing the model foreast rather than a referene one (in this ase, limatology of the observed sample over theveri�ation period). The attention has been foused on two thresholds (1 mm/6-h and 15 mm/6-h), whihhave a quite large number of ourenes (higher than 1000 for the former, some hundreds for the latter) overthe veri�ation period.It is worth notiing that the BSS shows learly the loss of preditability with inreasing foreast range forboth systems. The model foreast has added value with respet to the referene limatology up to +120 hours.However the plot shows a di�erent skill of the 2 systems when di�erent thresholds and foreast ranges areonsidered. Over the veri�ation period, Cleps-10T performs generally better than Cleps-10B for the lowerthreshold (1 mm/6-h), while the opposite is true in high preipitation rates predition for foreast rangesfrom 3 days onwards. In other words, the ensemble systems seem to desribe di�erent types of foreast errors,possibly related to the di�erent onvetion shemes (Vasoni, 2017).In addition to this, the RPSS (Ranked Probability Skill Sore) of this system has been omputed for di�erentforeast ranges and ompared to that of COSMO-LEPS during the same period. The plot in Fig. 4 shows abetter performane of Cleps-10T for the foreast ranges up to +48 hours.These results an be seen onsistent with the theory aording to whih the ensemble systems whih arerun using either onvetion shemes an desribe a larger variety of unertainty and errors in preipitationpredition.Finally, the skill of the two systems has been assessed in terms of Perentage of Outliers (that is the ases inwhih observed rainfall value is not inside the ranges of possible values predited by the ensemble members,Fig. 5). Firstly it is worth pointing out that the total perentage of outliers (left panel) for both systems tendsto derease with inreasing foreast range beause of the inreasing spread with time between the ensemblemembers. A better performane of Cleps-10T, whih has a lower number of outliers than Cleps-10B, anbe notied, in partiular for the earlier foreast ranges. The right panel of Fig. 5 represents respetively thefration of points in whih observations lie above/below the range of predited values by the ensemble system.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 3: 24-h running mean of BSS in Cleps-10T and Cleps-10B (orange and green linerespetively) for 1 mm/6-h and 15 mm/6-h (solid and dashed line respetively) thresholds.

Figure 4: 24-h running mean of RPSS in Cleps-10T (orange line) and Cleps-10B (green line).A large amount of outliers below the minimum foreast value, indiative of an overestimation of minima ofpreipitation amount by Cleps-10B runs, an be seen. In partiular the perentage of outliers lying below theminimum predited values is higher for Cleps-10B than for Cleps-10T for all the foreast ranges studied. Thisseems to indiate that members with the Behtold sheme tend to produe some light prepitation also whenit is not observed. On the other hand, the fration of analysis point above the maximum tends to be similaror slightly lower for Cleps-10B. This exessive drizzle e�et ould be due to the shallow onvetion treatmentadopted by the Behtold sheme. This sheme in fat allows "shallow onvetion" to produe preipitation,whereas the Tiedtke sheme does not. It is possible that further tuning of the Behtold sheme, when adoptedat high resolution, is neessary to address this �drizzle� issue.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 5: Left panel: Perentage of outliers for di�erent foreast ranges in Cleps-10T andCleps-10B (orange and green line respetively). Right panel: Perentage of outliers above/-below maximum/minimum predited values4 Performane of Cleps20bt and omparison with that of COSMO-LEPSA quantitative evaluation of Cleps20bt skill in terms of preipitation foreast over the the same period is thenpresented. The basi idea of this study is that ensemble systems whih are run using either onvetion shemesan desribe a larger variety of unertainty and errors in preipitation predition (Vasoni, 2017). Thus theimplementation of ensemble systems in whih the two shemes are "mixed" seems to be a reasonable issue todeal with unertanties due to the ambiguity linked to the use of a sheme or the other. It is worth pointingout that the implementation of this experimental system is onsistent only beause the average skill of themodel when it is run in ensemble mode with the Behtold sheme turned out to be roughly indistinguishable,from a statistial point of view, from that provided by running the model with the Tiedtke sheme, as shownin the previous Setion. In fat, in a well-onstruted ensemble, the skill of eah individual member, averagedover a large number of events, should be approximately idential not to introdued biases and/or systematierrors in the ensemble members distribution.The foreast skill in terms of preipitation of Cleps20bt is then assessed and ompared to that of COSMO-LEPS. The main results of this study are presented in the following plots.In Fig. 6 BSS (Brier Skill Sore) is presented for di�erent foreast ranges by onsidering several thresholds. Inpartiular the fous is on the same threshold as for the 10-member ase, for whih a relative large number ofevents has been reported (1 mm/6-h and 15 mm/6-h). In order to provide an overall desription of the modelsystem performane for the di�erent preipitation thresholds, the values reported in the plot are obtained,one again, by omputing the running mean of the 6-h preipitation foreast skill over 24 hours. The plotshows that Cleps20bt has higher values of BSS than COSMO-LEPS for the thresholds reported, espeiallyfor foreast ranges from 42 hours onwards (blue and red lines respetively).In addition to this, the RPSS (Ranked Probability Skill Sore) of this system has been omputed for di�erentforeast ranges and ompared to that of COSMO-LEPS during the same period. The omparison between the24-h running mean of RPSS for the two systems is presented in Fig. 7. Also in this ase a better performaneof Cleps20bt than that of COSMO-LEPS is evident for foreast ranges from 2 days onwards: for exampleRPSS in the foreast range +60-66 hours is about 5% higher in Cleps20bt than in COSMO-LEPS; it is about10% higher in the new system for +90-96 h, +96-102 h ranges.A similar behaviour an be detetable also in other sores (Brier Sore and ROC Area), whih are notpresented here.Finally the performane of the systems is evaluated in terms of the perentage of outliers (left panel in Fig.8). In addition to this, similarly to the 10-member ensembles ase, the perentage of outliers are disriminatedbetween the frations of points in whih observed values lay outside the foreast range over the full veri�ationCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 6: 24-h running mean of BSS values for 6-h aumulated preipitation exeeding 1 mmand 15 mm (solid and dashed line respetively) for di�erent foreast ranges in COSMO-LEPS(red line) and Cleps20bt (blue line).

Figure 7: 24-h running mean of RPSS values for 6-h aumulated preipitation for di�erentforeast ranges in COSMO-LEPS (red line) and Cleps20bt (blue line).period (right panel in Fig. 8). The perentage of outliers is redued in Cleps20bt over most of the foreastranges with respet to COSMO-LEPS, espeially from 3 days (+72 hours) onwards.The right panel in Fig. 8 shows that the total perentage of outliers is redued in Cleps20bt as a onsequeneof a derease in the number of points wherethe total preipitation maxima are underestimated omparedto COSMO-LEPS. In fat the fration of observations found above the maximum foreast value is lower inCleps20bt than in COSMO-LEPS, for most of foreast ranges, espeially in the medium range (from +72hours onwards). This is a quite enouraging result beause Cleps-20bt turns out to perform better than theoperational COSMO-LEPS in foreasting the possible peaks in umulated preipitation over the 2-monthperiod. It is worth underlining that the probabilisti foreast of these values is one of the most importantissue of operational systems, beause it regards the orret predition of heavy rainfall events, whih mayCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 8: Left panel: Perentage of outliers for di�erent foreast ranges in COSMO-LEPS(red line) and Cleps20bt (blue line). Right panel: Perentage of outliers above/below maxi-mum/minimum predited values.have a high impat on the soiety.This result, together with those presented in this setion, substantially agrees with the idea that, by adding aphysial perturbation to the system (like what we have done in this work using an ensemble system in whihtwo di�erent moist onvetive shemes are used), we an obtain a more appropriate desription of the phase-spae of all possible future atmospheri states whih are ompatible with the unertain model formulation ofthe moist onvetion sub-grid proesses. Thus, aording to this experimentation, the generation of a multi-physis ensemble system provides a positive impat on the foreast apability at high resolution. This isespeially true in early-medium range, when model errors start playing an important role and it is ruial foran ensemble system to provide an aurate desription of the di�erent soures of foreast de�ieny (Vasoni,2017).4 Summary and OutlookThe impat of the use of two moist onvetion shemes (the Tiedtke and Behtold shemes) has been studiedin ensemble mode. Firstly a 10-member ensemble with the Bethtold sheme (Cleps-10B), whih uses the sameinitial and boundary onditions as members 1-10 of the operational COSMO-LEPS, has been run has beenrun for approximately 2 months. The performane of these members has been assessed and ompared againto that of Cleps-10T, the 10-member ensemble made of members 1-10 of COSMO-LEPS; in partiular thespread/skill relation of the two 10-member ensemble in terms of total preipitation is evaluated. Veri�ationhas been performed for preipitation events ourred over Northern Italy (using the foreast at the gridpointsnearest to about 1000 stations) from 28th Marh to 31th May 2017. The average skill of the Cleps-10B runsturned out to be substantially indistinguishable, from a statistial point of view, from that provided by theCleps-10T ones. However a deeper analysis suggests that the two ensemble systems are haraterised bydi�erent types of foreast errors. Therefore a new 20-member ensemble system (Cleps20bt, whih has 10members run with Behtold plus 10 members run with Tiedtke and no dupliation of boundary onditions)has been implemented. In this system the Behtold sheme is used as a perturbation for the COSMO-LEPSensemble, so as to provide a quantitative desription of unertainties linked to the model representation of theumulus onvetion. Cleps20bt has been shown to have higher skill than COSMO-LEPS over the veri�ationperiod. In addition to this, the omparison of the Perentage of Outliers in the two systems shows a redutionin the fration of observed points lying outside the maximum or minimum foreast value in Cleps20bt. Theseresults suggest that the use of a probabilisti system in whih a multiple moist onvetion formulation is used,provides the opportunity to have a more omprehensive desription of the unertainties in total preipitationforeast linked to the sub-grid umulus representation.However, further work is neessary on this topi. Firstly the sensitivity of model foreast skill in terms ofCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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